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IIntrntroduction of Link Detoduction of Link Detoox and Link Detx and Link Detoox Genesisx Genesis

WhaWhat is the Link Det is the Link Dettoox?x?

We removed the old field “Link Audit Priority” from Link Detox as it was kind of redundant to the Link
Detox Risk (DTOXRISK®) view. You can quickly estimate the probability of your website being penalized
by Google just by looking at the DTOXRISK metric.

The Link Detox tool (DTOX) analyzes all your backlinks to your website and classifies them automatically
into links with low, medium and high DTOXRISK. The user interface is easy to handle and supports you in
discovering all malicious links to your site with 1 single click. On a basis of general spam link rules and the
Link Detox Genesis®, which is a new data-driven, self-learning and organic algorithm with millions of extra
data points, it is possible to classify your backlinks into links with low, medium and high DTOXRISK.
Therefore you are able to evaluate them afterwards. With one sight you are also able to see your Domain
DTOXRISK® metric which supports you in estimating your own link profile.

The Link Detox helps you to clean up your backlink profile, in case you have received a Google penalty or
you have been penalized with one of the Google updates. With the built-in contact function, you can easily
contact the webmasters to remove potentially harmful links. In addition, the Link Detox provides an
integrated Google Disavow function, which helps you to download potentially bad links into a Google
Disavow File.

You can upload any additional backlink source files that you have or/and you can upload any list of
potential backlinks in order to evaluate whether these links would harm your domain or not.

This and much more is now explained in this guide below.
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TTypical Wypical Workflow with Link Detorkflow with Link Detooxx

Before you can start your first Link Detox report you need to make sure that:

You have connected your Google Search Console (GSC) and Google Analytics (GA) account with LRT.

You have uploaded your latest Disavow File into your LRT account.

SSttart a Dart a DTTOOX rX report with all daeport with all datta ya you cou can gan geett

To start a DTOX report you need to enter your domain, it does not matter if you enter your domain or
subdomain (www and non-www).
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UploUpload all additional Backlink and Disavad all additional Backlink and Disavoow Filesw Files

To find all the steps you need to start a DTOX report, please go here: http://help.linkdetox.com/m/link-
detox-step-by-step-guide/l/149781-start-a-new-link-detox-report

Work with DWork with DTTOOXX

After the DTOX report is finished, you need to classify at least 80% of your keywords.

Click on “Classify Keywords” so you can get started.
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To find out how to classify your keywords, go here: http://help.linkdetox.com/m/link-detox-step-by-step-
guide/l/149784-keyword-classification

After you have classified at least 80% of your keywords, you NEED TNEED TO REPROCESO REPROCESSS your DTOX report in order
to get accurate domain DTOXRISK score.

The “Reprocess” of the DTOX report does not require any additional DTOX Credits.

TTakake a closer look ae a closer look at all the ft all the found linksound links

After the reprocess of the DTOX report has finished you can start looking at all the found links and start
rating, disavowing and adding tags.
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After you have finished rating, disavowing and taging all the found links, you NEED to reprocess the DTOX
rules to get an accurate domain DTOXRISK score.

As soon as you have disavowed all the links you can click on “Export Google Disavow file". You will get a
Disavow File in a correct format that can be directly uploaded into your Google Search Console account.

For more information go here: http://help.linkdetox.com/m/link-detox-step-by-step-guide/l/
149789-disavow-links-domains

Check yCheck your bour backlinks aftacklinks after a wer a weekeek

We recommend waiting a week, then start "Gather all available link sources" again. Re-Run the DTOX report
after uploading all link files and the most recent Disavow File.

To re-run a DTOX report you can click on “Re-run” in the Report Information Section.
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You can also set-up a recurring report as soon as you start a new DTOX report under the “Advance options”.
This way the DTOX report will run automatically with the same settings.
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Analysis modes of Link DetAnalysis modes of Link Detooxx
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Link PLink Prrofile Aofile Audit (udit (Classic mode)Classic mode)

WhaWhat is the Link Prt is the Link Profile Aofile Audit (Classic mode)?udit (Classic mode)?

With the Link Profile Audit (Classic mode) you can check your existing backlinks. This is the mode you
should use if you do a regular backlink audit on your link profile. Your links will be classified into links with
low, average and high DTOXRISK.

To get the full picture of your backlink profile, we recommend you to connect all your API Keys (Sistrix,
SEMrush, Ahrefs, Majestic) with your Link Detox Account and upload as many link source files as you can
(Own Backlink List and Disavow File). These could be linked reports from past link building campaigns,
automated link spamming tools or simply export from other tools.

While we combine 24 link data sources and pull data from Google Search Console (GSC) and Google
Analytics (GA) you can never have enough data.

Our software allows you to connect your Google Search Console account (Google Webmaster Tools) directly
with the tool. Since the links shown in Google Search Console fluctuate on a daily basis, it could be useful to
import link data files that you have from the past.

We then combine our link sources with all your data and verify and evaluate all links for you. This is the
mode you should use if you do a regular backlink audit on your link profile. Your links are classified with the
help of the DTOXRISK.
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NOTICE: With the push of a single button, you can recalculate the risk of your link profile.(Own Backlink List
and Disavow File from Sistrix, SEMrush, Ahrefs, Majestic)
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DDisaisavow File Avow File Auditudit

WhaWhat is the Disavt is the Disavoow File Aw File Auditudit??

What is the Disavow File Audit?

In this mode you can review the quality of your disavow file. Upload your existing disavow file to Link Detox
and get the DTOXRISK® for your disavowed links. If you notice that good links were disavowed by mistake,
you can easily undo your decision by simply creating a new, corrected version of your disavow file.

UploUpload Disavad Disavoowwed linksed links

Upload Disavowed links

FiltFilter fer for the disavor the disavoowwed linksed links

Filter for the disavowed links

After the Link Detox report is ready, you can filter for the disavowed links in the detail table inside the
report.

The disavowed links can be quickly reviewed also by clicking on the “Show me these links!” function, in the
Description table.

MarkMarked Blueed Blue

The disavowed links with simulated DTOXRISK® will be marked in blue color in the link-detail-table.

Marked Blue
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Link OLink Opportunity Apportunity Audit (Whatudit (What-if mode)-if mode)

WhaWhat is the Link Opportunity At is the Link Opportunity Audit (Whaudit (Whatt-if mode)?-if mode)?

Checks potential backlinks by taking your existing backlinks into account. You can upload any file with
potential backlinks you might be interested in and the Link Detox will simulate how your Domain
DTOXRISK® will look like if these potential links were to be added.

A separate Filter Slice will be created with the title "Show Link Opportunities Only". Please click on that slice
and a new window will open for you to analyze those links.

What is the Link Opportunity Audit (What-if mode)?

UploUpload Yad Your Own Backlink lisour Own Backlink listtss

In this mode Link Detox simulates that the uploaded backlinks are potential links you could get and helps
you decide.

This is done for all uploads marked as "POPOTENTIALTENTIAL". As those links are not built, yet we cannot perform a
Link Check for (no Anchor Texts and Link Status in results). If you upload your links and select "EXISTING",
those links will be added to the existing link check and will be analyzed with the rest of the existing backlink
profile.

Upload Your Own Backlink lists
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IImportant MUSTmportant MUST-DO St-DO Steps feps for everyor every
Link DetLink Detooxx
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IIntntegration with Google Searegration with Google Search Console (ch Console (Google WGoogle Webmastebmaster Ter Tools)ools)

Connect your Google Search Console (Google Webmaster Tools) account to us and enjoy extra link data
without extra cost or work.

FYI: Google Search Console (Google Webmaster Tools) does not show all the links, and especially not all
links you need for a fast Google Penalty Recovery. But it helps, as they are just another data source to
contribute with links to the mix that we combine, filter, and cleanup for you.

To connect your Google Search Console (Google Webmaster Tools) with LRT please:

1. Click on “Settings”
2. Click on “Google Search Console (Google Webmaster Tools)” under “External API Keys”
3. A new Tab opens. Please click on the “Connect Google Search Console (Google Webmaster Tools) and

follow the instructions
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SSttep 1 - Aep 1 - Authorizuthorize ye your Google Seour Google Seararch Console (Google Webmasch Console (Google Webmastterer
TTools) acools) acccount fount for LRor LRTT

To authorize your Google Search Console (Google Webmaster Tools) account, you will need to give us
permission to access your backlinks data.

1. Click the “Connect to Google Search Console (Google Webmaster Tools)” button
2. You will be directed to the Google Login page unless you are already signed into your Google account
3. Log in with the Google account that has FULL privileges to your site
4. Restricted users do not work here
5. You are taken to a screen like the one shown below. Click the Accept button to continue

SSttep 2 - Connecep 2 - Connect yt your sitour site with LinkRe with LinkReseeseararchchTTools with a rools with a resestrictrictted usered user

The next step is to connect your website with your LinkResearchTools account. At the bottom of the page,
you can find your accounts that have been connected to the LinkResearchTools account. Each account
includes your sites that are also in your Google Search Console (Google Webmaster Tools).

You can use “connect with LinkResearchTools” button next to each site and:
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1. Click Manage Site
2. Click Add or remove users
3. Add User Email wmtwmt.lrt.lrt.10@gmail..10@gmail.ccomom
4. Select Restricted permission
5. Click Add

UUsagsage LinkRe LinkReseeseararchchTToolsools

Once you have Google Search Console (Google Webmaster Tools) connected to your account, we will pull
all the link data from Google into the following tools (in detail mode):

• Link Detox (DTOX)
• Link Alerts (LA)
• Competitive Link Detox (CDTOX)
• Competitive Landscape Analyzer (CLA)
• Backlink Profiler (BLP)
• Link Juice Recovery (LJR)
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Connect also all your extConnect also all your external API Kernal API Keyseys

You can connect API keys from external systems like Ahrefs, SEMrush and many more to have us import the
data from those systems automatically.

You can save a lot of time by providing those API keys, as we always get data for all reports you start, to give
you the most complete picture. Of course, we also clean up the result for you.

That is one of the key benefits of Link Detox and LRT.

SSttep 1ep 1

To connect you’re External API Keys:

1. Log into your account and go to “Settings”

SSttep 2ep 2

2. Go to "External API Keys" and choose the API you would like to connect.

3. Click on "Connect" and follow the instructions.

4. Click on "Save settings" and you will see the service as connected to your LinkResearchTools (LRT)
account.
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SSttep 3ep 3

After you added the API Key or connected your account (OpenApp) and saved your settings you will see that
your LinkResearchTools account is connected to the external service you chose.
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UUpload your Dpload your Disaisavow Filevow File

Of course, don’t forget about your Disavow and Ignor files as well. Like with the API Keys you can upload all
your Disavow or Ignore files into your account. This way we can combine and verify them as well.

To do this

1) go to “Settings”

2) click on “Upload your Disavow/Ignore file!”

HoHow tw to uploo upload yad your Disavour Disavoow File tw File to a neo a new Link Dew Link Dettoox rx reporteport

Like with “Own Backlink Lists”, you can also add additional Disavowed or Ignored Files before starting a
new report. All you have to do is to upload those files before starting the report.
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For more detail information how to manage your Disavowed Files please go here:

http://help.linkdetox.com/m/link-detox-step-by-step-guide/l/312892-disavow-file-management-disavow-
history-log

HoHow tw to Doo Downlownload yad your Disavour Disavoow File frw File from yom your Google Seour Google Seararch Consolech Console

1. Log into Google Search Console (Google Webmaster Tools)

2. Go to the Disavow Tool with this link https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools/disavow-links-main

3. Select the site you want to get data for (see screenshot)
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4. Click the "Disavow Links" (even if you don't plan to upload a new file right now, you will also have to
upload a modified disavow file here after working with Link Detox)

5. Confirm the Warning that the Disavow Links Tool is a tool that can cause serious damage if used wrong
(screenshot) again by clicking on "Disavow Links"

6. You should see a screenshot similar to the following (screenshot below) saying that you uploaded a file
and a box with submission result
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"Results for the submission on (The exact date)"
"You successfully uploaded a disavow links file (the exact filename, so make sure you use the meaningful
filenames we generate) containing X domains and Y URLs."

7. Click the "Download" button to download the most recent Google's Disavow file again

8. Select "CSV" as Format and Download

9. You will receive a file with a filename DIFFERENT to the one you saw, containing only the domain name
and some numbers

10. We highly recommend to rename that file BACK to what it was called for helping your project's
consistency when doing round-trip disavows

Note: YES. The Disavow Tool takes.TXT files as upload but only exports .csv - make sure to get the file
extension right, the Link Detox tool can handle it.

Here is also an example of how the file should look like:

Google Search Console (Google Webmaster Tools): google-example.csv
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UUpload your Backlink listspload your Backlink lists

We do have a huge amount of link data sources, but we always recommend you to upload all available
backlink files into the Link Detox.

This way you can improve your results because we will combine and verify them.

If you use other toolkits, like the Google Search Console (Google Webmaster Tools), Sistrix, SEMrush, Moz/
Linkscape or Majestic then you can export this files and upload them into Link Detox as "Your Own Backlink
List."

Please make sure that you upload the file in the right format and that the first line of the file is "URL".

We support the formats: .GZ, .ZIP and .CSV.

Here are a few examples for backlink files that you can download from other sources:

• Google Search Console (Google Webmaster Tools): google-example.csv
• Moz/OpenSiteExplorer: moz-example.csv
• Custom backlinks file: example.csv
• SEMrush files with semicolons: semrush-with-semicolons-example.csv
• SEMrush files without semicolons: semrush-without-semicolons-example.cs

HoHow tw to doo downlownload Yad Your Backlink Lisour Backlink List frt from Google Seom Google Seararch Consolech Console

To download Your Backlink List from your Google Search Console follow the steps below.

1. Go to Google Search Console and log into your account
2. Click “Search Traffic” tab
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3. Now go to “Links to Your Site” and click “More”
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4. Click “Download more sample links” and “Download latest links”

5. Now all you have to do is to select the CSV format and click "OK"
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YYou need tou need to classify Ko classify Keyworeywordsds

YYou need tou need to classify ao classify at let leasast 80% of yt 80% of your Kour Keeywyworordsds

Before you start further analyzing your DTOX report, you have to classify at least 80 % of your Keywords.
This is to enable four rules (SUSP28, SUSP29, SUSP30, SUSP31) in the Link Detox Tool and to receive a
correct calculated Link Detox Risk (Domain DTOXRISK®).

This sThis sttep is rep is requirequired ted to go geet a ct a corrorrecect Domain Dt Domain DTTOOXRISK.XRISK. So, don't ignore this Warning!

For the right DTOXRISK we need to know, if a Keyword is:

- Money Keyword

- Brand Keyword

- Compound Keyword or

- Other Keyword.

To make it easy and fast as possible for you to classify your keywords, you can filter by Anchor Text or
Domains.

For example: if you filter by Anchor Text with your brand name you can choose “all” under “Brand”. Of
course, you still have to take a closer look, if really all the keywords with your brand name in anchor text are
“Brand Keywords”. Some of them, can also be "Compound Keyword".
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More about this in the lesson "Keyword classification".
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EstimatEstimated vs. Analyzed vs. Analyzed Backlink Ped Backlink Prrofileofile

Since April 2017, we can do much better in analyzing bigger backlink profiles.

This is why, in some Link Detox (DTOX) reports, you will stumble upon a warning that your report is
outdated and you are only seeing a fraction of the links you could analyze. In this case, we strongly
recommend that you use the plan with the best analysis power and re-run the report to get the biggest
possible fresh analysis of your backlink profile.

Please also don't forget that the extra link data uploads we recommended for years can still improve and
increase the analysis. Upload as many links and connect as many link data sources as you can to get the
most detailed overview of your backlink profile.
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RatRate Linkse Links

... as Good or Bad... as Good or Bad

... as Good or Bad

Now you can rate if a link is good or bad for you.

This means, if you think a link is bad, then rate this link with Thumbs-Down. If you think a link is good, the
rate the link with Thumbs-Up.

These decisions are taken into account for risk scoring (Domain DTOXRISK®) in the re-processing step. Your
decisions count 100% for you – and based on your user’s authority and trust we apply it will also help
improve Link Detox Genesis decisions in the future, if substantial signals were generated.

You can find more information about link rating in the chapter "Link rating".
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StStep bep by Sty Step Naep Navigation of Link Detvigation of Link Detooxx
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Gather all aGather all available link sourvailable link sourcceses

Check if Google SeCheck if Google Seararch Console (GSC) - Google Webmasch Console (GSC) - Google Webmastter Ter Tools isools is
cconneconnectteded

Check if Google Search Console (GSC) - Google Webmaster Tools is connected

Please check if your Google Search Console account is connected correctly with LinkResearchTools:
https://www.linkresearchtools.com/toolkit/webmaster_tools.php

You will see a "connected with LinkResearchTools" field next to the domain.

If you want to get more information about the advantaged of the Google Search Console integration then
please download our whitepaper.

UploUpload all avad all available daailable dattaa

Upload all available data

If you wish to receive a highly accurate and efficient report, we recommend you to gather all backlink
source files that you have available and upload them to the report. Those backlink sources files can also be
from Google Search Console (Google Webmaster Tools), Majestic Historic Dumps or even your old link
building reports you received from five years ago. We suggest giving them meaningful names.

Please make sure that you upload the file in the right format. We support the formats:

for custom backlink files: .GZ, .ZIP und .CSV.

for disavow backlinks files: . CSV und .TXT

If you are unsure how to download your linking pages from the Google Search Console, you can read some
information here.

If you wish to download a disavow file from the Google Search Console, you can read an instruction right
here.

CorrCorrecect ft formaormat of a cust of a custtom bom backlink fileacklink file

Correct format of a custom backlink file
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HoHow tw to doo downlownload Yad Your Own Backlink Lisour Own Backlink List frt from Google Webmasom Google Webmastterer
TToolsools

To upload all the additional files from Google Search Console (Google Webmaster Tools) you need to
download the right Format. To do so, please follow the instructions below.

Go to https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools and Sign Into your GSC account.
1. Click “Search Traffic” tab

How to download Your Own Backlink List from Google Webmaster Tools

2. Then go to “Links to Your Site” and

3. click “More”

4. Click “Download more sample links” and

5. “Download latest links”

6. Choose download format (CSV or Google Docs) and you are good to go.
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Start a new Link DetStart a new Link Detoox rx reporteport

EntEnter Domain (wwwer Domain (www. or non-www), Sub. or non-www), Sub-Domain, Sub-Domain, Sub-F-Folder or Polder or Pagagee

You always need to enter a domain you wish to analyze. You can either enter the topdomain (root-domain),
like domain.com or subdomain, like www.domain.com, we will analyze them BOTH.

This way you get a full picture of your backlink profile, especially if you have links to www and non-www.
This way you don’t miss links and cross-effects between the two domains. When starting a new Link detox
report, we will automatically run the report on both www and non www version of your website.

When the report is finished, you will have the results of both domains in one report. Only if you want to
check the subdomain, than you can uncheck this option, but this should only be done if you want to ignore
the links to the topdomain.

Link Detox calculations are also available on a page and sub-folder level. If you want to analyze particular
pages or sub-folders, activate the respective checkbox and run the report.
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EEcco Mode Ao Mode Auditudit

Link Detox Eco mode is a more economical, yet complete audit approach to the 100% backlink profile audit
that we promoted and enforced in our product for half a year. And the best part about it - it comes at not
extra cost and is available to all Link Detox users.

It will include all current links. This will help audit domains on a regular basis.

We offered this option as a result of customers' demand, to make link audits more affordable and Link
Detox accessible to everyone. So, if you have one or many of those domains with a large amount of
backlinks, now with the Eco Mode (archive links excluded), the cost will be much smaller depending on the
domain you want to analyze.

HoHow does it ww does it workork??

To understand the cost better, you can estimate it yourself.
You can either use the available widget in our Plans and Prices, to see the estimated number of backlinks
for a domain, with and without archived links included.

Or, whenever you try to start a Link Detox report in your existing account, you will get the estimation of links
we find when you include or exclude the archived links from the analysis.
If the domain fits into the existing plan without archived links, you will not see a warning and will be able to
start a report as usual.

It will include all current links. This will help audit domains on a regular basis.

To analyze all archived links as well, check the box.
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NOFNOFOLLOLLOOW Links EW Links Evvaluaaluation modetion mode

The impact on NOFOLLOW links on search engine rankings and penalties is discussed controversially.
Google published that such links would be completely ignored. We believe that NOFOLLOW links can under
certain circumstances still be harmful to search engine rankings and result in manual penalties, because
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Google generally tries to identify spamming intents. We regularly hear from clients that their penalty was
only lifted after they investigated and removed large quantities of NOFOLLOW links. From this we conclude
that Google in certain cases tries to identify intents of spamming even if NOFOLLOW links are used.

You can choose if you want to get NOFOLLOW links evaluated in your report, or if you want to have them
included.

Theme of a DomainTheme of a Domain

You have the possibility to select the theme associated with the websites niche market, making your
reports more accurate. This feature better handles rules such as SUSP5 = (Domain’s Theme is listed as
suspicious (Adult, Gambling, High Risk etc.)). So these rules will not be triggered for adult sites if you select
an adult related theme and this makes your reports much more accurate. While the rule was good for
mainstream markets, we realized those high risk niches need special handling and that’s why we created
this theme selection feature.

We recommend that you always select the correct theme of your domain to improve the accuracy of your
results.
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DDTTOOXXTUNE® seTUNE® setttingstings

DTOXTUNE® allows you to identify and target specific Link Detox rules up front to tweak per your opinion
and experience for the calculation of the DTOXRISK® score. This allows you to start the report generation
process in a much more targeted and efficient manner, finding only that which you want, and nothing you
don't. It works like a modifier/filter that will allow you to adjust which DTOX rules you would like to ignore
or target, and/or even to what degree you might want to ignore or target them.

Google wGoogle warning, manual sparning, manual spam acam actiontion

If you have a Google warning message, manual spam action or any example spam links from Google, then
please provide us with this information right in this section. This information will help you and us to receive
better and more accurate results.

The mail could look like this
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-----

We've reviewed the links to your site and we still believe that some of them are outside our quality
guidelines.

Sample URLs:

• http://example.com
• http://example.com/page

---

Google usually gives 1-3 sample links, but providing them in your analysis helps us improve the results for
you.

DDTTOOX modeX mode

Here you can choose one mode you would like to run the Link Detox. Make sure you choose the right mode.

• Link PrLink Profile Aofile Audit (Classic Mode)udit (Classic Mode)
Checks existing backlinks. You can also upload additional and disavowed backlinks in this mode. The
Link Detox will combine all backlinks from our data source and the backlinks provided from your files,
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verify and evaluate them for you.

• DisavDisavoow File Aw File Auditudit
Review the quality of your disavow file and find links you wish to undisavow. Upload an existing
disavow file and run the report. You will now see the DTOXRISK® for your disavowed links. This way you
can undisavow links that were disavowed by mistake in the past.

• Link Opportunity ALink Opportunity Audit (Whaudit (Whatt-if mode)-if mode)
Checks potential backlinks taking your existing backlinks into account. This way you can decide where
you want to build new links. You can upload any file with potential backlinks and the Link Detox will
simulate how your Domain DTOXRISK® will be if these potential links are created.

You can find more information in the chapter "Analysis Modes of Link Detox".

UploUpload yad your oour own bwn backlinksacklinks

After connecting all your API keys in your account settings, you can also upload any additional link files
before starting a new Link Detox. This way you can improve your results, because we will combine and
verify them as well.

Please keep in mind that you don’t have to upload the same list we get from your external API Keys you
connected in your account. But if you have additional backlink list (custom backlink file) you should upload
them before starting a new report.

A good example for custom links to upload are: links from old link building campaigns or spamming tools.

Don’t worry, we will clean up the data and verify all links for you. Forget messy Excel sheets forever with
Link Detox.

This is where you can upload your custom backlink list, when starting a new report in Link Detox:

1. Click on “Choosen Files”
2. Now choose your file for upload
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UploUpload yad your disavour disavoowwed bed backlinksacklinks

It is very important to upload your latest Disavow file to the Link Detox, because only this way you will
receive an actual and correct Link Detox Risk value (Domain DTOXRISK®).

If you do not know how to download the actual Disavow file from Google Webmaster Tool, then please find
an explanation in our helpdesk.

The Link Detox supports the files from the Google Disavow format and the Custom backlinks format in .CSV.
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UploUpload yad your ignorour ignored bed backlinksacklinks

In the section where you can upload your disavowed links, you also have the option to upload your ignored
links. You can select the option "Ignored" from the drop box.

Disavowed backlinks will not be included in your report and are automatically included in the export of
your disavow file.

Ignored backlinks will not be included in your report and will not be included in the export of your Disavow
file.
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AcActivtivaatte “Delee “Delette Dre Dropped Linksopped Links””

You now have the option to keep the dropped links in your report, just like you have in other modules of
Link Research Tools.

In most cases you should simply leave the option checked to YES.

Sometimes Google does a bad job at Re-crawling sub-sub-sub-subpages of some over-spammed forum
that “someone” placed a link to you in 1995 or so. Anyways, that link might be gone, because that forum is
gone, but Google might still believe it’s there. Our recommendation is to go over all those “LinkNotFound”
links you get and disavow them on a domain level if you think they could harm you and after you have
reviewed them. We heard about people getting great results with this tactic in the past months, so we
enabled it for you as well! In this case you should deactivate the Dropped Links filter.
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AdvAdvancanced oped optionstions

You have the possibility to repeat this report on a regular basis. Just set the settings desired. As soon as the
report is finished you will be informed via email. This can be very useful if you want to review your results
and observe your Link Detox Risk level (Domain DTOXRISK®) on a regular basis.

Please note that this option costs credits every time a report is re-started and sent to you.

You can also give the report a title and choose to automatically keep the Tags & Rating for future reports
that are repeated and re-run.
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Explanation of RExplanation of Report sectionseport sections

In this section you will learn how to read the main parts of the Link Detox.

KKeeywyworord Classificd Classificaationtion

As soon as you open a new finished DTOX report, you will get to see a Warning!

Please DO NOT ignore this warning, as this step is important for improving the acaccurcuracacy of yy of your Dour DTTOOX rX reporteport
bby classifying ay classifying at let leasast 80% of yt 80% of your links´anchor tour links´anchor teexxtts.s.

To access the Keyword Classification table where you can classify your anchor texts, click on "Classify
Keywords".
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KKeeywyworord Classificd Classificaation - ttion - tableable

This is the Keyword classification page. You will be directed to this page if you click the link in the keyword
information box. Here you can classify your keywords by brands, compound, money and others. Please
make sure that you classify at least 80 % of your keywords, only this way multiple DTOX rules will be
enabled and then you will get your correct Domain DTOXRISK score.

RReport infeport informaormationtion
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In the Report Information you can find a lot of useful information about the report:

1. The Project the report belongs to
2. The date the report was created and the date the report was started. Also find here the date the report

was last reprocessed.
3. Your analyzed domain. To get more context actions for this domain, click the dropdown next to the

domain.
4. The backlink sources used: Domain Backlinks is our data source and Custom Backlink source is your file

(or more files)
5. If the sitewide filter was activated and how many themes have been checked
6. Are the dropped links removed from the report
7. How many links have been found
8. How many Credits did the report use
9. Which Link Detox mode was used

10. Which NOFOLLOW mode was used
11. Here you can also Re-run the report. This means that the report will be started again with the same

setting. Please note that a re-run of a report costs credits. You can also export your results as .TXT
(Google Disavow Links), .CSV, .XLSX and .PDF (not all formats are available in all plans).

RRemoemovved Linksed Links

This note informs you how many links have been deleted due to sitewide, deleted and duplicate links.

Our Sitewide Links-Filter is a filter that removes huge numbers of links from a certain domain to now skew
results.

This means, if you have a site-wide link from a domain from e.g. 1000 sub-pages, and the site-wide filter is
set to 5 by default that means that 995 of those subpage-links will be removed from the report.

By this we manage to present better statistics on link metrics, because a link from 1000 sub-pages simply
doesn't equate 1000 links, but rather one and a bit. By showing and calculating the strongest 5 sub-pages
for such site-wide links we already overweight them, but not to the extend as you find it in other tools
where every single sub-page link is counted.

The sitewide link filter thereby results in lower absolute link counts as compared to other tools or e.g. huge
link list uploads.
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This reduction in links is your advantage as you see a more realistic picture of your backlink profile, but in
tools like QBL and BLP this filter can be disabled (at the cost of longer processing and sometimes heavily
skewed statistics).

In Link Detox the sitewide filter cannot be disabled, as it would hurt some of the detox rules, but you can
deactivate the "Delete Dropped Links" function.

Please find more information on this in the chapter "Start a Link Detox".

Domain SDomain Sttaattss

The main domain stats, showing: LRT Power*Trust™, LRT Power™, LRT Trust™, Link Velocity Trend (LVT)
and the number of the referring Root-Domains.

Link DeLink Dettoox Riskx Risk

This chart shows you your Domain DTOXRISK®. The Domain DTOXRISK® is based on your DTOXRISK® score
from all of your backlinks and other parameters. There are different levels: very low, low, below average,
average, above average and high.
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Here you can also see how many keywords have already been classified and which domains have been
analyzed.

Anchor TAnchor Teexxtt

1. Here you can see the most frequent anchor texts your backlinks have. If you click on one of these, the
link detail table will automatically be filtered. For example if you click on "21st.com", the link detail
table will show you all your links with the anchor text "21st.com".

2. You find out which anchor text has the highest DTOXRISK® by checking the keyword cloud “anchor text
by link detox risk”. If you see a red anchor text, this means that you should check these links in more
detail. Green means that there is not a high risk. The bigger the anchor text in the cloud is the more
backlinks of this anchor text exist. With one click on an anchor text the data table get filtered for this
specific keyword. Please be aware of the keywords which might harm you.

3. You can choose between anchor text:

• by count
• by Power*Trust™
• by Power
• by Trust
• DTOXRISK®
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DDTTOOXRISK®XRISK®

1. This chart shows you the DTOXRISK®.
2. You can also see the absolute and relative numbers of each DTOXRISK® in your backlinks. If you click on

one of these, the link detail table will automatically be filtered. For example, if you click on "Low", the
link detail table will show you all your links with a low DTOXRISK®.

3. Here you can export all DTOXRISK® values to a .CSV or .XLSX file. In this download you will receive all
numbers. Also those, that are not shown in the chart.

Please find more information about the calculation of the link risk here.

DeDettoox Rules Brx Rules Breeakakdodownwn

See which Link Detox rules have been applied to your backlink-profile.
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1. This chart shows you the Detox Rules Breakdown.
2. You can see the absolute and relative numbers of the most frequent rules here . If you click on one of

these, the link detail table will automatically be filtered. For example if you click on "SUSP1", the link
detail table will show you all your links that have the rule SUSP1.

3. Here you can export all Detox Rules Breakdown values to a .CSV or .XLSX file. In this download you will
receive all numbers. Also those, that are not shown in the chart.

You can find a list of all the Link Detox rules here.

KKeeywyworordd

This graph shows your distribution of anchor texts into brand, compound, money and other keywords. You
can switch between absolute (1) and relative (2) numbers.

In order to see this graph you need to classify at least 80 % of your keywords.
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SummarSummaryy

The summary table shows you at one glance the classification of your links and includes quick links to filter
your detail table.

1. If you click on "show me these links", your link detail table will automatically be filtered.
2. If you uploaded a disavow file, you can also see these links here in this summary. They will be shown as

"G".

FiltFilter Slicer Sliceses

Filter slices are predefined filters that allow you with just one click to filter the link detail table. With these
filters you can quickly filter your report.

1. We have the following predefined filter slices for you:

• Disavowed and Ignored Links (requires a disavow file)
• Without Disavowed and Ignored Links (requires a disavow file)
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• Unverified Links Only
• Verified Links Only
• Without NoFollow links

If you click one of these slices your link detail table will automatically be filtered, depending on the filter
slice options and settings.

2. You can create your own filter slice, if you filter the link detail table by your desired metrics and settings
and save the filter.

The Domain DTOXRISK® will change depending on the filter slice that you activate.

Link DeLink Dettail Tail Tableable

This is the link detail table. This table shows you all your backlinks and their metrics.

1. There are already metrics automatically included in the link detail table. If you want to see more metrics,
you can choose from these metrics here.

2. If you want to see all metrics, just click on “Show all columns”

3. This line includes the titles of each column
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4. Filter your results: You can filter your results by simply entering any word you wish to filter in the field or
selecting any option from the drop box.

5. On the side of each found link in the detail table, a drop-down appears next to the link for more context
actions. Here is what you can see in the Context Menu for Page, Domain or Root Domain for every link
shown in the Details table of your report.

If we detect "Neighborhood Domains" for an URL, we display all these domains in the link detail table. More
than that, we include a context menu that provides page, domain and root domain information for each
URL in the neighborhood.
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6. You can also group your backlinks by domains

7. Link Detox Screener

8. Here you can you outreach websites via Pitchbox

9. Start Link Detox Boost right out of the Link Detox Tool

10. Reprocess all DTOX Rules: This does not cost any credits. All DTOX rules and the Link Detox Risk value
will be re-calculated

11. By clicking next to table, you maximize the link detail table

12. You can export the results as .TXT (Google Disavow Links), .CSV and .XLSX. If you don’t need a column
anymore, you can hide the columns by clicking on “Hide Columns Mode”. In this mode, you can select each
column you wish to hide.

13. With this option, you reset all your filters.
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www and non-wwwwww and non-www

We analyWe analyzze boe both www and non-wwwth www and non-www

We analyze BOTH www and non-www: Link Detox must be run on a subdomain basis. This means if you
have links to www and non-www you should be analyzing both the www and the non-www version of your
website and partial penalties. We now automatically include BOTH, this will bring you more precise results.
If you do not combine both, then you might miss links and cross-effects between the two domains. So, just
make sure that you have a tick in the box, this enables you to run a Link Detox on both www and non www
version of your website. This way you have the results of both domains in one report.

It doesn't matter, if you enter www.domain.com or domain.com, we will analyze BOTH. And this at no extra
credit cost!
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PPrreliminary Checkseliminary Checks

Check the Domain DCheck the Domain DTTOOXRISK®XRISK®

Check the Domain DTOXRISK®

As soon as your report is finished, you can do some specific preliminary checks. First check your average
Domain DTOXRISK®. Now its time to do some further checks to make the Domain DTOXRISK® value even
more accurate.

Check the KCheck the Keeywyworord Classificd Classificaationtion

Check the Keyword Classification

It is necIt is necessaressary ty to classify ao classify at let leasast 80 % of yt 80 % of your kour keeywyworords.ds. This will improve your Domain DTOXRISK® value.
So don't worry if you have a high Domain DTOXRISK® level. You will need to classify the keywords first.
Often the DTOXRISK® goes down afterwards.

For this reason, please check how many of your keywords have been classified. If the % number is below 80
%, then you need to go to the keyword classification page.

Read more on this in the "Keyword classification" chapter.

UploUploaded Disavaded Disavoowwed Linksed Links??

Uploaded Disavowed Links?

If you uploaded your disavowed backlinks, do a quick check in the summary if these links are shown in the
summary as "G". In the brackets you can see the number of backlinks that are in the report.

If there aren't any backlinks in this section shown as "G", you should check your uploaded file:

1. Does it have the correct format?

2. Does it have linking pages, and NOT linking domains?

You can find a description right here how to download the correct format from Google Search Console.

These links will also be shown in the link detail table if you click on "Show me these links".
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KKeyworeyword Classificationd Classification

ArAre 80 % of the ke 80 % of the keeywyworords classified?ds classified?

This graph shows you how many backlinks have been classified. If the % of the keyword classification is
lower than 80 %, you should classify your keywords in order to get the correct Domain DTOXRISK® score.

Keywords can either be brand, compound, money or other keywords. You can find a definition of those four
categories here.
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This is an info box. Please read this carefully. From this box you can directly go to the keyword classification
page.

This is another information box, which helps you to classify your keywords. Please note, that the
classification page works best in Firefox.

KKeeywyworord classificd classificaation ption pagagee

This is the keyword classification page.

In the next steps we will show you a trick how you can easily and quickly classify your keywords
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MoneMoney ky keeywyworord fird firsstt

Money first: first select all the obvious money keywords (filter e.g. for “internet marketing”, then bulk-check
on top of the “money” column. Repeat this step with different kind of money keywords.
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Compound KCompound Keeywyworordsds

Then enter your brand and see which links need to be changed to “compound”. When you then exit and
enter the classification tool, you can go to filter for the brand keywords.
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RReevieview yw your alrour alreeady classified kady classified keeywyworordsds

Are your keywords classified correctly? Here you can use our trick too. Enter the most important keywords
into the field “Anchor text” or enter your domain and review the classified keywords.

To see your already classified keywords make sure that the box “only show already classified keywords” is
ticked.
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RRepreprococess Dess DTTOOX RX Rulesules

... Time t... Time to Ro Repreprococessess

After classifying 80 % of the keywords, it's time to Reprocess the DTOX rules.

By clicking on "Reprocess DTOX Rules" all rules and the Link Detox Risk will be recalculated. :)

The process does not cost any credits.

NOTE: This button ONLY becomes active (green) if any changes (like keyword classifying, link rating or
disavowing) have been made in the report AND the report is re-loaded with F5.

If you did not make any changes to the report, then there is nothing to re-calculate.

In this step you unlock the SUSP rules SUSP28, SUSP29, SUSP30 and SUSP31.
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Link rating and RLink rating and Review of the Linkseview of the Links

Rating links Good or Bad is a vital new method to train our data-driven organic Link Detox Genesis®
algorithm.

Please review all your links carefully in order to make sure that you do not disavow any good link.

Links with loLinks with low Dw DTTOOXRISK®XRISK®

Filter all links with low DTOXRISK. Filter FOLLOW Links in LinkStatus and “M” in “Class” for Money.
Sometimes you can find some potentially risky links with low DTOXRISK. Those are the very risky links
usually, and unless you have been spamming like crazy, you shouldn’t have too many. Enable the
LinkLocation to identify Comments, Sidebars and get a quick idea on where that link is placed. Then start
the Link Detox Screener® we introduced in July 2013 and use it to rate the links really quickly.

If you think a link is bad, then rate this link with Thumbs-Down. If you think a link is good, then rate it with
Thumbs-Up

If yIf you rou raatte all of ye all of your links then your links then you will rou will receceiveive more more ace accurcuraatte re resultesults.s.
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TTOOX3X3

Repeat above for the TOX3 links. Those are links where Genesis is VERY sure you should get rid of them
ASAP. We haven’t found a single case yet where we wanted the link, but if you do, just give it a Thumbs-Up
and re-process.

If yIf you rou raatte all of ye all of your links then your links then you will rou will receceiveive more more ace accurcuraatte re resultesults.s.
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SUSUSP20SP20

Repeat above for the SUSP20 links. Those are links that Link Detox Genesis® finds suspicious to various
degrees. Filter SUSP20. If you have have a lot of SUSP20, then sort by DTOXRISK® descending and start with
the FOLLOW/Money links also.

If you like a link give it a Thumbs-Up. If you think it must go, then a Thumbs-Down will make it clear, that
you really don’t like it and scores will adapt accordingly after re-processing the report.

If yIf you rou raatte all of ye all of your links then your links then you will rou will receceiveive more more ace accurcuraatte re resultesults.s.

Sort bSort by Dy DTTOOXRISK®XRISK®
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You can also sort the whole table by DTOXRISK® from the highest to the lowest and then use the Link Detox
Screener for reviewing all of them. Please review all your links carefully.

Other LinksOther Links

Feel free to perform additional ratings for other links too, as we take ALL your feedback into account –
especially for your own report YOUR opinion counts a lot more now.
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DDTTOOXTUNEXTUNE®®

DDTTOOXXTUNE® DashboTUNE® Dashboarardd

Every niche on the web is different. From our observations we are sure that Google uses many different
variations of their internal algorithms for each country, language and niche. You can now adapt your Link
Detox analysis to that wild real world complexity with DTOXTUNE®. You can now for example tweak Link
Detox better for those weird spammy niche in Eastern Europe or adapt it to the always different niche
segments in the high margin industries.
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HoHow tw to tuneo tune??

You can create DTOXTUNEs when you start a new report in the DTOXTUNE® Dashboard and you can easily
apply new DTOXTUNEs to older reports with a reprocess.

Every DTOXTUNE® gets a DTOXTUNE® Code. Share them with your friends and colleagues to find the perfect
setting for your niche.
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WWorking in Link Detorking in Link Detoox Scrx Screener®eener®

RRaatte Links with the Link Dee Links with the Link Dettoox Scrx Screenereener®®

You can always review and rate the links you have in the link detail table with our Link Detox Screener®.
This makes reviewing the links very fast and easily.

Make sure you have all the links you want to review in the table (by filtering) and open the Link Detox
Screener® by clicking on the blue button.
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Link DeLink Dettoox Scrx Screenereener®®

A new browser window will now open. This is the Link Detox Screener®.

On the top you have the Link Detox Screener® information and below you can see the page.

Start reviewing the pages ...

Link DeLink Dettoox Scrx Screenereener® De® Dettailsails

1. In the Link Detox Screener® Details you can see which URL you are currently reviewing.
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2. Further, you can also see the Anchor Text and the Link Status of the Link.
3. You can find the information if this is a link with a low, medium or high DTOXRISK and which rule/rules

has applied.
4. Here you can also add any kind of tags The tag function is a very useful one. For example, you can tag

all links that you have already reviewed with “Reviewed”.
5. If you want to disavow those links you do this also here. Just choose if you wish to disavow the page or

the domain. Make sure the box is ticked.
6. You can also rate the link.
7. With the "Go To Page" you can continue with your work where you stopped the last time.
8. You can view important metrics of the backlink here.
9. You can see the highlighted link in the preview page or in the HTML-code.

KKeeyboyboarard Shortd Shortcutcutss

We have also added some hotkeys to make your disavowing of pages and domains much faster.

• A = Disavow Whole Domain (“A for ALL here is spam”)
• D = Disavow Individual Link
• W = Clear Disavow (“W for Wipe this Page of my Disavow File”)
• S = Skip Sitewide Linking Pages
• C = Add comment to Disavow File
• G = Rate Link as good
• B = Rate Link as bad
• J = Jump to Page
• L = Show all Links on the Page
• ◀ = Previous Page
• ▶ = Next Page
• ▲ = Previous Link on Page
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• ▼ = Next Link on Page

SEO MeSEO Metrics Atrics Avvailable in the Link Deailable in the Link Dettoox Scrx Screenereener

TTrusrustted SEO meed SEO metrics atrics at yt your fingour fingertipsertips

We help you decide if to keep a link or disavow it immediately. You don't only see if a website looks
spammy, but you can also assess the value of a linking page or domain by looking at 6 relevant SEO
metrics:

1. Link Detox Risk (DTOXRISK)

2. Link Status

3. Anchor Text

4. Link Detox Rules

5. LRT Power*Trust for page and domain

6. Link Velocity Trends (LVT)
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RRepreprococess Dess DTTOOX RX Rulesules

... Time t... Time to Ro Repreprococessess

After rating the links, its time to Reprocess the DTOX rules.

By clicking on "Reprocess DTOX Rules" all rules and the Link Detox Risk will be recalculated. :)

This process does not cost any credits.

NOTE: This button ONLY becomes active (green), if any changes (like keyword classifying, link rating or
disavowing) have been made in the report AND the report is re-loaded with F5.

If you did not make any changes to the report, then there is nothing to re-calculate.

By this you can fine-tune your results, but also give us feedback that we use to train Link Detox Genesis®
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RReview review resultsesults

... final r... final resultesultss

After all these steps:

1. Uploading all available backlink source files
2. Classifying at least 80 % of y80 % of your kour keeywyworordsds
3. Reprocessing
4. Rating all the links
5. Reprocessing

you will receive an accurate Link Detox Risk (DTOXRISK®) value.

Now it's time to disavow ...
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DDisaisavow Pvow Pages/Domains/Rages/Domains/Root Domainsoot Domains

RRemoemovve ye your bour backlinksacklinks

Disavowing should always be the last option. Before you export your disavowed links, you should try to
remove the potentially harmful backlinks manually by contacting the webmasters.

In the Link Detox you have a column, showing the emails of the webmasters. With this information you can
quickly contact the webmasters.

Use the tag function to keep an overview of the domain contacted.

Only if the contacted webmasters did not react or delete your links, you should consider disavowing your
backlinks.

HoHow tw to disavo disavoow?w?

For including pages/domains/root domains in the Google Disavow Links export file you will need to tick the
box in the "Disavow" column in the table. You can even choose if you want to disavow the page or domain.
Every ticked page/domain/root domain will be included in the export as displayed.

Make sure you review all links you want Google to ignore, because if you ignore good links, it might hurt
your site's rankings.

You can disavow individual links on page, domain or root domain level directly from the Link Detail Table.

 Be very careful when you mark specific links for disavow, especially when you use the "Domain"
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or "Root Domain" disavow option. Double check and make sure that you don't want Google to
take into consideration any links from the website you disavow.

As an extra measure of precaution, we don't allow you to disawow websites such as
wordpress.com or blogspot.com on a root-domain level.

HoHow tw to disavo disavoow selecw selectted URLsed URLs??

Filter in the link detail table the backlinks that you wish to disavow (e.g. for links with high DTOXRISK).

Then use the "select all URLs" function.

Afterwards you can bulk disavow the pages/domains in one step and then go to the next page.

We always recommend to double check and/or manually review all links you'd like to disavow, because if
you ignore good links, it might hurt your site's rankings.

HoHow tw to bulk seleco bulk select URLs ft URLs for disavor disavoow?w?
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At first you need to filter in the table for the backlinks you want to disavow. You could use the tags, or filter
for DTOXRISK®. Then you should use the "Apply bulk actions to all filtered URLs" link at the bottom of the
table.

Choose the bulk acChoose the bulk actiontion

In the bulk action you can choose now if you want to disavow, undisavow, rate, add or remove tags for all
filtered URLs in the table. This way you can disavow a lot of links really fast.
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EExport yxport your disavour disavoowwed links/domainsed links/domains

In order to create a Google Disavow file, you need to use the “Export Google Disavow file”-function. The
data will be downloaded in a correct format and can directly be uploaded into the Google Search Console.

The format is designed for the Google Disavow tool, but some text editors cannot display them correctly.
Please do not open the file in the Notepad, please use Wordpad to correct layout.
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RRecheck aftecheck after 1 weeker 1 week

SSttart a neart a new rw reporteport

We recommend waiting a week, then start "Gather all available link sources" again, Re-Run the DTOX report
after uploading all link files and the most recent Disavow file
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DDisaisavow File Management: Dvow File Management: Disaisavow Histvow History Lory Logog

You can easily create a Disavow file within your Link Detox report which gets saved in your Settings.

Opening the DisavOpening the Disavoow Hisw Histtorory Ly Logog

You can access the new Disavow History feature in your Settings under “Disavowed Links or Ignored Links".
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VieViewing the Hiswing the Histtororyy

Using this disavow file audit log helps you track all those changes, even when they’re later undone or made
by a colleague.

As you can see, a domain was un-disavowed on Janurary 2nd (we’re using the international ISO notation
YYYY-MM-DD in our app) in report 11921929. All you have to do is click on that link to jump to the report.

On the same day two other domains and one link were disavoved.

You can also see the disavow file history on a link or domain level in the link detail table.
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PPasast Disavt Disavoow File dow File downlownloadad

By clicking the file link for the old disavow file, you can retrieve that original disavow file for audit purposes.

PlePlease noase nottee that this is a partial download and will not retrieve your most current disavow file.

FFull Disavull Disavoow File dow File downlownloadad

By pressing the green download button, you can always download the full and most current disavow file.
These results are the same as clicking “Export Google Disavow File” in your report.
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RRemoemoving all Disavving all Disavoow Infw Informaormationtion

By clicking the "trash can" you can remove all disavowed files and links for a domain from
LinkResearchTools and Link Detox. This means any new reports will behave as if no links were disavowed.
Please keep in mind though that this change doesn’t affect the actual upload in Google Webmaster Tools,
so Google might still have a disavow file that you want to remove.
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Link DetLink Detoox Rx Rulesules

WhaWhat is Link Det is Link Dettoox?x?

Link Detox is software that automatically rates links based on automated rules we develop. In addition, we
calculate and estimate the probable risk for your domain receiving a Google Penalty or Google Filter.

We do not pretend to have access to Google‘s algorithms and evaluation methods, as they are not
published and not publicly accessible to any third parties. We use material published by Google, and draw
personal conclusions from our long experience in Search Engine Optimization, client feedback,
observations from thousands of reports, and ongoing testing and configuration of our systems according to
our best effort and knowledge.

SEO is not an exact science. Therefore, we only give you opinions and recommendations. We ask you to
review and double check the automated results. Make your personal decisions for any actions based on
your own experience and direct viewing of the nature and content of websites displayed as potentially
harmful to your backlink profile and website. The links evaluated by the program as harmful do not always
affect your search engine ranking.

Link Detox is not a product of Google.

The Link Detox Genesis, DTOXRISK, and Domain DTOXRISK algorithms are based on our personal research,
experience, and estimations. The algorithms and reports created by the programs, Link Detox and
LinkResearchTools, do not reflect the official policy or position of Google or other Search Engine operators.

WhaWhat is Dt is DTTOOXRISK (or Link DeXRISK (or Link Dettoox Riskx Risk, Link D, Link DTTOOXRISK)?XRISK)?

DTOXRISK is a numeric result of our software calculations. This numeric result is sometimes labeled with
verbal interpretations, such as high DTOXRISK or average DTOXRISK. It is also sometimes highlighted in
different colors.

The labels given to links and websites, such as "High DTOXRISK®", are merely instructive. The labels are for
the sake of program usability, and are not to be taken literally.

If you process a Link Detox report for a domain, we calculate the DTOXRISK score for every link. From the
calculation and weighting of various rules for the links, their domains and their neighborhood, we derive
additional technical criteria. Most of these technical criteria for each link are displayed in the application.

The higher the DTOXRISK score is, the more automated rules have been triggered and signal the potential
risk of that specific link for your overall link profile. Our opinion and estimation, based on this calculation, is
links with a high DTOXRISK score pose a higher risk for your Google rankings than those with a lower
DTOXRISK score.
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For the domain analyzed, we calculate another specially weighted average of all DTOXRISK scores and
include additional criteria to get an overall Domain-wide Link Detox Risk (Domain DTOXRISK). We base the
weighting of the single DTOXRISK score on our opinion, estimation, customer feedback, and experience of
internal and external SEO experts.

We want to be very transparent in our estimation and explanation of our ratings. Some details or
algorithms cannot be made public, as they are trade secrets and would increase the complexity of display
in our application.

WhaWhat is Domain Dt is Domain DTTOOXRISKXRISK??

The Domain-Wide Link Detox Risk (Domain DTOXRISK) is our estimation of the probability for a domain
getting a Google Penalty or affected by a Google Filter. Domain-wide Link Detox Risk (Domain DTOXRISK) is
calculated in 2 steps.

The first calculation is on an individual link level, and based on specific Link Detox rules detected and
calculated in the link level DTOXRISK®.

The second calculation helps you understand the overall risk implied by all bad link signals resulting in
DTOXRISK scores.We aggregate, score, and weight the link level DTOXRISK signals based on the experience
and personal opinions of several internal and external SEO experts.All of the Link Detox rules have their
own weight that contribute to the overall risk of a link.All of the Link Detox rules have their own risk rating
value. We configure all these weights and rating values based on experience and personal opinions of
several internal and external SEO experts.

For example: If a link triggers the rules SUSP1, TOX1, and TOX2, this equals 50 + 400 + 700. Therefore, the
Rating Value = 1150 and your Risk Level = High DTOXRISK®. Therefore, the Domain-Wide Link Detox Risk
(Domain DTOXRISK) is a risk estimation for the overall website analysis report. This means even if you see a
somewhat low average risk, you should still double-check to see if there are a few high-risk links in your
profile.

RRececommended Dommended DTTOOXRISK eXRISK evvaluaaluation in Link Detion in Link Dettooxx

The DTOXRISK we recommend to you helps you to understand which links we deem more important to
review before others.

Links with a high DTOXRISK score recommendation should be checked first. If you agree with our opinion
and the link risk estimation expressed in our calculated DTOXRISK score, you should disavow as quickly as
possible and then try to get these links removed. The higher the calculated DTOXRISK score is, the more
attention you should give it during your review.
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WhaWhat does „High Dt does „High DTTOOXRISKXRISK“ me“ meanan??

Links with a high DTOXRISK score recommendation should be checked first. If you agree with our opinion
and the link risk estimation expressed in our calculated DTOXRISK score, you should disavow as quickly as
possible and then try to get these links removed. The higher the calculated DTOXRISK score is, the more
attention you should give it during your review.

WhaWhat does "t does "AAvvereragage De DTTOOXRISKXRISK" me" meanan??

Backlinks with an average DTOXRISK score should be reviewed right after those with high DTOXRISK score.

The DTOXRISK score we calculate expresses our opinion about the link risk assumed in these links. This
score will help you understand our estimations and the various rules that led to it.

It's your decision to either remove or disavow the link because you think it’s an undesirable link. For those
instances, please give the link thumbs down. If you would want to keep the link, give the link a thumbs up
to record your decision and help train our Link Detox Genesis algorithm.

WhaWhat does "Lt does "Loow Dw DTTOOXRISKXRISK" me" meanan??

You should always check Backlinks with a low DTOXRISK score. Especially if these appear to be strong links
with money keywords, or if you know or assume these links could be paid links.

Paid FOLLOW links, which violate Google’s guidelines, cannot be reliably detected by automated systems,
including Google. If you find a paid link that you think looks too obvious, we recommend to give it a
thumbs-down, disavow the link and also have it removed.

Your can also find links with a low DTOXRISK score of 0. This does not automatically mean that there is no
risk in such a link. It means our automated system could not calculate a risk for it. A possible reason for a
DTOXRISK value of 0 could be that you chose to ignore NOFOLLOW links, or it’s a paid link that could not be
identified as such.

WhaWhat does Dt does DTTOOXRISK "DisavXRISK "Disavoowwed Link" meed Link" meanan??

Backlinks that are marked as "Disavowed Link" in the DTOXRISK column, were reported as disavowed to us.

This means the user said he reported these links to Google by uploading a disavow file to Google Search
Console (Google Webmaster Tools) and then uploaded that same file to us.
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For reported disavow links, we always calculate a DTOXRISK value of 0. This does not automatically mean
there is no risk in these links. It means we assume your upload to Google worked without errors, and that
Google’s statement about completely ignoring the links is correct and the Disavow was already crawled by
Google. To speed up the detection of disavowed links by Google, you can use our Link Detox Boost tool.

WhaWhat does Dt does DTTOOXRISK ”DisavXRISK ”Disavoow Rw Reevieview” mew” meanan??

The links with a ”Disavow Review” DTOXRISK were reported by the user for review from a disavow file.

This means the user told us, that links were reported to Google for disavow and he wants to review the
DTOXRISK scores in our application for them. Contrary to the normal application behavior, we then
calculate DTOXRISK scores for these links. Normally we report a DTOXRISK value of zero for disavowed
links.

Using this method, the user is able to review the quality of the disavow file.

The overall result of such a “Disavow Review” Link Detox report resembles a fictional situation, in which the
disavow file was not uploaded to Google. In this mode, the user can edit the disavow file and rerun the
report in classic mode to calculate the risk estimations before deciding to upload the disavow file to
Google.

Once the user is satisfied with the estimations, he needs to download the new disavow file, upload the new
disavow file to Google and wait for Google to recrawl all the links and disavows. Our Link Detox Boost
product can help to speed up the recrawl.

WhaWhat does Dt does DTTOOXRISK "IgnorXRISK "Ignored link" meed link" meanan??

Backlinks that are marked as "Ignored " in the DTOXRISK column were reported to be ignored to us.

This means we do not calculate a DTOXRISK score but report 0 for all such links.

NOFNOFOLLOLLOOW link eW link evvaluaaluationtion

The impact on NOFOLLOW links on search engine rankings and penalties is discussed controversially.
Google published that such links would be completely ignored. We believe that NOFOLLOW links can under
certain circumstances still be harmful to search engine rankings and result in manual penalties, because
Google generally tries to identify spamming intents. We regularly hear from clients that their penalty was
only lifted after they investigated and removed large quantities of NOFOLLOW links. From this, we conclude
that Google in certain cases tries to identify intents of spamming even if NOFOLLOW links are used.

We therefore explicitly give you two possibilities to run our software:

1. Ignoring NOFOLLOW links - which will mean assigning a zero DTOXRISK score to all links in our software.
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2. Activating the NOFOLLOW evaluation - which will result in the calculation of DTOXRISK score for
NOFOLLOW links - albeit with a different risk scoring in the algorithms of Link Detox® than for FOLLOW
links.

The results of Method 2 ("Evaluate NOFOLLOW") are alternative evaluations of DTOXRISK® for all links
including NOFOLLOW links, based on the assumption that NOFOLLOW links should be evaluated as well,
although with a different calculation of risk scores. That's why the NoFollow evaluation is pre-selected as
the default option in Link Detox, but you can always switch it back to ignore NoFollow links fully, also when
reprocessing a report.

TTOOX1X1

Domain is noDomain is not indet indexxed in Google - ofted in Google - often a sign fen a sign for a Por a Penaltyenalty

The TOX1 rule means that the link is not indexed in Google. This could mean that Google has de-indexed
the site due to a Penalty. Keep in mind that a non-indexed link could also mean that it’s a new domain
nobody has linked to yet. It might also have problems in the robots.txt or META robots tag. Make sure you
double-check these things before removing the link. On the other hand, a domain that is not indexed in
Google won’t help you SEO-wise so removing it is the better option if in doubt.

TTOOX2X2

Linking domainLinking domain’’s theme is liss theme is listted as danged as dangererous (Malwous (Malwarare, Malicious or Virus)e, Malicious or Virus)

The TOX2 rule means that the domains theme is listed as dangerous with possible malware, malicious
activity or a virus, which is classified as a bad neighborhood. If this link is pointing to your site, then Google
may automatically assume that you are connected to this bad neighborhood. We recommend that you
remove these links as soon as possible.

TTOOX3X3

High DHigh DTTOOXRISK® scXRISK® scorore fe for this link cor this link calculaalculatted, classified bed, classified by the Link Dey the Link Dettoox Genesis algx Genesis algorithm as unnaorithm as unnaturturalal

The TOX3 rule means that the Link Detox Genesis algorithm classified this link as very unnatural.

This automatic evaluation and calculation of our DTOXRISK score is based on a large number of data signals
and user ratings.

We recommend that you review these links very carefully. If you agree with our opinion and the link risk
estimation expressed in our calculated DTOXRISK score, you should disavow these links as quickly as
possible, and then try to get them removed.

The higher the calculated DTOXRISK score, the more attention you should give it during your review.
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Please note that especially this rule can also be triggered for NoFollow links if you decide to calculate the
DTOXRISK for NoFollow links as well. Please also read our explanations on NoFollow links here.

We took technical measures to make it impossible for competitors or malicious users to influence our
algorithms in a negative way. We weight user ratings based on the trust we assign to a particular user. The
trust level depends on a number of criteria. We also reserve the right to ignore user ratings altogether if we
believe we cannot trust that user at all.

If you rate a link yourself, only your own opinion will be taken into consideration and will not be influenced
by other users in any way.

SUSUSP1SP1

Link frLink from a pom a pagage without ee without exxtternal links on a wernal links on a weeak domainak domain

The SUSP1 rule means that the link coming from a page on a very weak domain that has no external links.
This is often the case for links from forums or when the link is coming from some special automated
spamming activity or listing in a link directory.

SUSUSP2SP2

Link cLink coming froming from a prom a probobably neably new or vw or verery wy weeak domainak domain

The SUSP2 rule means that it is a link coming from a very weak domain. This domain could also be a very
new domain.

SUSUSP3SP3

PPossible Link Neossible Link Netwtwork - link cork - link coming froming from a wom a weeak pak pagage but has more but has more than 10 be than 10 backlinks fracklinks from the sameom the same
nenetwtworkork

The SUSP3 rule means that this link comes from a page that has more than 10 backlinks from 1 C-Class IP
address and also has a LRT Power*Trust domain value below 5 and LRT Power*Trust® below 5. This could
mean that this link is possibly coming from a spammy link network.

SUSUSP4SP4

Link frLink from possibly penalizom possibly penalized ped pagagee

The SUSP4 means that the homepage of the site the link comes from does not rank for the title of the page,
which usually indicates that the page or domain has been penalized. However, special cases like pages with
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generic titles like “Partners” or “Home” have a hard time ranking #1 most of the times, so please make sure
that you double-check special cases like these.

SUSUSP5SP5

Linking domainLinking domain’’s theme is liss theme is listted as suspicious (Hacking, Suspicious or Ped as suspicious (Hacking, Suspicious or Pornogrornography)aphy)

The SUSP5 rule means that the theme of the domain has been listed as Hacking, Suspicious or
Pornography. For most webmasters, links from these types of websites are not what they want.

SUSUSP6SP6

PPossible Link Neossible Link Netwtwork - same rork - same reegisgistrtrant as oant as other linking domainsther linking domains

The SUSP6 rule means that it has detected links coming from the same domain name registrant (REG) as
other linking domains. This normally means that the links are possibly from a link network. Always be
aware of your neighborhood.

SUSUSP7SP7

PPossible Link Neossible Link Netwtwork - Domain has the same IP as oork - Domain has the same IP as other linking domainsther linking domains

The SUSP7 rule means that it has detected links coming from the same IP address as other linking domains.
This normally means that the links are possibly from a link network. Always be aware of your
neighborhood.

SUSUSP8SP8

PPossible Link Neossible Link Netwtwork - Domain has the same Classork - Domain has the same Class-C as o-C as other linking domainsther linking domains

The SUSP8 rule means that it has detected links coming from the same C-Class IP address as other linking
domains. This often means that the links are possibly from a link network. Many links from domains in the
same C-Class block often indicate that these domains are part of a link network.

SUSUSP9SP9

PPossible Link Neossible Link Netwtwork - Domain has the same DNS as oork - Domain has the same DNS as other linking domainsther linking domains

The SUSP9 rule means that it has detected links coming from the same DNS (Domain name server) as other
linking domains. Many links from domains with the same DNS often mean that these domains are part of a
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simple setup link network. This rule might also be triggered if you have links from many small websites that
by coincidence share the same public or very large hosting company. Please double-check for generic DNS
providers or shared hosting sources.

SUSUSP10SP10

Linking domain has vLinking domain has verery ney neggaativtive Link Ve Link Velocity Telocity Trrend - maybe pend - maybe part of an Eart of an Expirxpired Domain link need Domain link netwtwork or aork or a
domain thadomain that the public has lost the public has lost intt intereresest int in

The SUSP10 rule means that it has a link velocity trend dropping by 70%. We analyze the link growth of
every domain and understand that in this case the link growth of the last 4 months is significantly smaller
than it was in the last 12 and 24 months. Usually, that’s a sign that the domain has been abandoned by the
current owner (as many expired domain link networks are, especially after a Google Penguin update).

SUSUSP11SP11

SitSiteewide Fwide Fooootter Link deer Link dettecectted - a typiced - a typical wal way hoay how pw paid links or “aid links or “friend”-links arfriend”-links are artificially place artificially placeded

The SUSP11 rule means that a sitewide footer link has been detected. While sitewide links have been
popular in the past, they have really lost most of their power in recent times. Today, there’s more risk and
reward because SEO experts and Google likewise can easily spot these links and most industries have been
cleaned up from such links. We recommend that you inspect this link carefully as it could potentially be
cross-linking between your own sites. Cross-linking between own sites is tolerated for some big brands if on
topic (think of Amazon, Ebay, big publishers), but usually not accepted for the average webmaster.

SUSUSP12SP12

PPossible Link Neossible Link Netwtwork - Linking domain has the same Google Analytics cork - Linking domain has the same Google Analytics code as oode as other linking domainsther linking domains

The SUSP12 rule means that the linking domain has the same Google Analytics code as other linking
domains. If multiple domains have the same Google IDs, then it is a strong signal of a possible link network.
We recommend examining these domains manually because many agencies manage the Google accounts
of their clients and this could be the reason for the same Google ID. In addition, even if there is a link
network, it is not necessarily classified as “poor.”

SUSUSP13SP13

PPossible Link Neossible Link Netwtwork - Domain uses the same Google Adsense Publisher ID as oork - Domain uses the same Google Adsense Publisher ID as other linking domainsther linking domains
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The SUSP13 rule means that the domain name has the same Google Adsense Publisher ID as other linking
domains. If multiple domains have the same Google IDs, then it is a strong signal of a possible link network.
We recommend examining these domains manually because many agencies manage the Google accounts
of their clients and this could be the reason for the same Google ID. In addition even if there is a link
network, it is not necessarily classified as "poor".

SUSUSP15SP15

Link DirLink Dirececttorory Linksy Links

The SUSP15 means that these links are coming from typical Web link directory footprints, which were often
just setup to artificially inflate link popularities and/or sell links. While for many SEOs filling up link profiles
with this type of links used to be common practice for years, this approach can no longer be recommended
these days.

SUSUSP16SP16

Article DirArticle Dirececttorory Linksy Links

The SUSP16 means these links are coming from typical article directories, which were the successor of link
directories and often also automatically filled with useless articles just to get a link from as many as
possible domains. Often these article directory pages were furthermore linked with spam links to increase
their inbound links and thus make those otherwise useless pages more helpful. While this was practice for
years for many SEOs it cannot be recommended these days.

SUSUSP17SP17

MassivMassive Number of oute Number of outggoing Linksoing Links

The SUSP17 rule means that this page has more than 1,000 outgoing links. This could be a sign for a
spammy blog or directory. Please make sure you review these links carefully.

SUSUSP18SP18

YYoung domain with looung domain with low LRw LRT PT Poowwer*Ter*Trusrustt

The SUSP18 rule means that it’s a link from a page that is coming from a young domain (less than 6 months
old) that has a low LRT Power*Trust Domain value below 3.
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SUSUSP20SP20

AboAbovve Ae Avvereragage De DTTOOXRISK scXRISK scorore ce calculaalculatted fed for this linkor this link

The SUSP20 rule means that the Link Detox Genesis algorithm rated this link as suspicious based on its
DTOXRISK score. The automatic evaluation and calculation of our DTOXRISK score is based on a large
number of data signals and user ratings.

We recommend that you review these links carefully. If you agree with our opinion and the link risk
estimation expressed in our calculated DTOXRISK score, you should disavow these links as quickly as
possible, and then try to get them removed.

The higher the calculated DTOXRISK score, the more attention you should give it during your review.

Please note that especially this rule can also trigger NoFollow links if you decide to calculate the DTOXRISK
for NoFollow links as well. Please also read our explanations on NoFollow links here.

We took technical measures to make it impossible for competitors or malicious users to influence our
algorithms in a negative way. We weight user ratings based on the trust we assign to a particular user. The
trust level depends on a number of criteria. We also reserve the right to ignore user ratings altogether if we
believe we cannot trust that user at all.

If you rate a link yourself, only your own opinion will be taken into consideration and will not be influenced
by other users in any way.

SUSUSP21SP21

Linking domain fLinking domain found on Blacklisound on Blacklistt

The SUSP21 rule means that the domain linking to your website has been found on one or more blacklists
that we cross-reference. You should consider removing this link.

SUSUSP22SP22

PPossible Link Neossible Link Netwtwork - Domain has the same work - Domain has the same websitebsite fe fooootprinttprints as os as other linking domainsther linking domains

The SUSP22 rule means that the Link Detox Genesis footprint detection found this domain to be closely
related to other domains that link to you. This is often the case with link networks. This footprint rule is
different to SUSP23, SUSP24. Please understand that for competitive reasons we cannot disclose more
details here.

Please review if this link is spammy or unnatural and then consider removal or disavow.
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SUSUSP23SP23

PPossible Link Neossible Link Netwtwork - Domain has the same work - Domain has the same websitebsite fe fooootprinttprints as os as other linking domainsther linking domains

The SUSP23 rule means that the Link Detox Genesis footprint detection found this domain to be closely
related to other domains that link to you. This is often the case with link networks. This footprint rule is
different to SUSP22, SUSP24. Please understand that for competitive reasons we cannot disclose more
details here.

Please review if this link is spammy or unnatural and then consider removal or disavow.

SUSUSP24SP24

PPossible Link Neossible Link Netwtwork - Domain has the same work - Domain has the same websitebsite fe fooootprinttprints as os as other linking domainsther linking domains

The SUSP24 rule means that the Link Detox Genesis footprint detection found this domain to be closely
related to other domains that link to you. This is often the case with link networks. This footprint rule is
different to SUSP22, SUSP23. Please understand that for competitive reasons we cannot disclose more
details here.

Please review if this link is spammy or unnatural and then consider removal or disavow.

SUSUSP25SP25

Hidden imagHidden image link dee link dettecectteded

The SUSP25 rule means that a hidden image link has been detected. This is often a sign of bad linking
tactics. Please review if this link is spammy or unnatural and then consider removal or disavow.

SUSUSP26SP26

Links cLinks coming froming from typicom typical link val link vooting dirting dirececttoriesories

The SUSP26 rule means that it’s a link coming from link voting directories, a common way to inflate link
popularities and/or sell links. Such techniques are no longer recommended.

SUSUSP27SP27

Links frLinks from possibly penalizom possibly penalized Domained Domain
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The SUSP27 rule means that we assume that the link comes from a penalized domain. This is the case if we
don’t see any rankings, but still count some LRT Power*Trust for a particular domain. This means the
domain should have some rankings, but doesn’t. We can, therefore, assume that Google penalized the
domain.

Please review if this link is spammy or unnatural and then consider removal or disavow.

SUSUSP28SP28

MoneMoney ky keeywyworord anchor td anchor teexxt appet appearars in mors in more than 5% of all be than 5% of all backlinksacklinks

The SUSP28 rule means that a money keyword anchor text was found in more than 5% of the backlinks in
your link profile. This is usually a sign of “overdone” SEO and is highly problematic as Google could also
detect it easily. Please check if the keyword phrase of this anchor text has been classified correctly and if
you find high-risk links that you should consider removing. You might also want to change links from
“Money Keywords” to “Brand Links”.

Please note that the 5% in this rule only serve as a simple filter for “really overdone” anchor texts, and
lower percentages could also cause issues.

SUSUSP29SP29

Compound kCompound keeywyworord anchor td anchor teexxt appet appearars in mors in more than 5% of all be than 5% of all backlinksacklinks

The SUSP29 rule means that the anchor text has been marked as a "Compound Keyword" and appears in
more than 5% of all backlinks anchor texts. It’s highly recommended to review this link to ensure it is not
spam.

SUSUSP30SP30

Link frLink from a poom a pottentially spentially spammy fammy forumorum

The SUSP30 rule means that you have links coming from forums that are typically targeted by link
spamming tools. We recommend reviewing these links before removal.

SUSUSP31SP31

Anchor tAnchor teexxt plact placement looks suspiciousement looks suspicious

The SUSP31 rule means that the anchor text placement looks suspicious. We recommend reviewing these
links before removal.
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SUSUSP32SP32

The Domain has a loThe Domain has a lot mort more LRe LRT PT Poowwer than LRer than LRT TT Trusrustt

Low Trust and High Power links aren’t necessarily the best ones. You have to look deeper at the individual
LRT Power and LRT Trust metrics to see the true quality of the link. Links like these are typical examples of
the “gambling and adult entertainment” niche – very strong links from untrusted sites.

Such discrepancies between LRT Trust and LRT Power can usually be attributed to low quality or
automated link building.

SUSUSP33SP33

The PThe Pagage has a loe has a lot mort more LRe LRT PT Poowwer than LRer than LRT TT Trusrustt

Same as SUSP32, but this time at a page level.

SUSUSP34SP34

Link frLink from a Tom a Topop-L-Leevvel-Domain thael-Domain that is oftt is often used ben used by spy spammerammerss

The SUSP 34 rule means that the link is coming from a Top-Level-Domain that is often used by spammers
like .xyz. Additionally, it has a Power*Trust Dom under 30. You should review this link if it is spammy.
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OOutrutreach the webmasteach the webmasterers dirs directly withectly with
PitPitchbochboxx
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What is PitWhat is Pitchbochboxx??

If your site has been manually or algorithmically penalized, Google expects you to contact the sources of
those bad links to remove them. That is the reason why there is the option to connect your account with
Pitchbox. Pitchbox supports you in outreaching webmasters for link removal, link building, contacting
journalists etc. Pitchbox sends out personalized mails to your opportunities. They find the mail contacts for
you, you can change the frequency of mailing and you can review the mails before they get sent out.

Here are a couple of interesting use cases how Pitchbox & LRT will help you

• Reach out to get risky links removed from Link Detox®
• Reach out to sites that link to your competitors with Link Research Tools® Backlink Profiler (BLP)
• Reach out to convert mentions into links
• Reach out to reclaim deleted links
• Reach out to have link anchor texts changed
• Reach out to have destination URLs of links changed
• Reach out to have your other sites linked, too
• Reach out for broken link building
• Reach out to have your name/brand spelling fixed or linked
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CrCreateate a Pite a Pitchbochbox Acx Acccount and Set Uount and Set Up a Mail Addrp a Mail Addressess

CrCreeaating a Pitting a Pitchbochbox Acx Acccountount

If you already have a Pitchbox account, then you can enter the Pitchbox API Key in your settings directly. If
you don’t have an account yet, then you can easily create one directly in the tool. You only need to enter
your name, mail address for sending out the mails and a Pitchbox subdomain.
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Mail SeMail Sett-Up in Pit-Up in Pitchbochboxx

As soon as you have an account you will have to set up the settings for your email address. Please check out
the Account Settings in Pitchbox.

YYou cou can add a nean add a new mail addrw mail address heress here. Ye. You cou can also add a can also add a couple of mailouple of mail
addraddresses which is especially useful if yesses which is especially useful if you wou want tant to outro outreeach in behalf ofach in behalf of
one of yone of your clientour clients.s.
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Just follow the instructions and add the data for the mail address.
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Video WVideo Walk Thralk Throughough

You can also watch the whole process here.
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OOutrutreach in Link Deteach in Link Detooxx

SelecSelect the URLst the URLs

Please select the URLs you want to outreach. You can chose between selected URLs and filtered URLs.
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Click on the Outreach button to send all the selected URLs to Pitchbox.
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SeSet up a prt up a projecojectt

The next step is to set up a campaign and a project.
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DisavDisavooww

In this step you can decide if you not only want to have these URLs contacted, but also should get
disavowed in the report. The selected URLs will get changed in the disavow column accordingly.
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CrCreeaatte a Campe a Campaignaign

Your campaign gets created in Pitchbox automatically. You can always see the status of the opportunity. Do
you need to personalize the opportunity or are the mails already sent? When you click on the chart you will
get redirected automatically.

PPerersonalizsonalizaation Ovtion Overervievieww
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You can personalize now all website opportunities which you have selected in the tool before. You can also
find the LRT Power*Trust™ and DTOXRISK® metrics here to get an overview if these websites are potentially
harmful or not.

Filter by DTOXRISK® score, select your target, and Bypass Personalization:

1. sorting by DTOXRISK®
2. doing a quick review of the CEMPER Power*Trust™ as double check
3. selecting all opportunities
4. click “Process Link Detox® Opportunities

PPerersonalizsonalizaationtion

Once you click Personalization you start with the actual personalization of the mails which Pitchbox is
sending out. For example you can change the To URL or the anchor text. You can also see which mail
addresses Pitchbox has found and can exchange the names or the order of contact attempts.
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Before you accept the personalization you should also check your template mail in more detail in order to
check if some details must be changed.

You can change all mail templates under Campaign Settings any time.
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ConfirmaConfirmationtion

Once you have finished the personalization you will have to confirm the outreach with the green thumbs up
button in the overview.
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InboInbox Managx Managementement

In the Inbox you will see if you have received any replies. Pitchbox will stop mailing the opportunities
automatically if you have received a reply.

RReevieview and Ovw and Overervievieww
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Once you have sent the URLs to Pitchbox you will see this also in the Link Detox outreach column in the link
detail table. You will see at one sight which link is already part of an outreach campaign.

If you go back to your Pitchbox campaign you will always see how many opportunities got contacted
already, how many replies you got and how many you have won or lost. You will never lose the overview.
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FFrrequently Askequently Asked Qed Questionsuestions
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I'I'm on the Startm on the Starter plan will the new Link Deter plan will the new Link Detoox Genesis® be ax Genesis® be available in all plansvailable in all plans??

Yes, Link Detox Genesis® will be available in all plans.
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Is disaIs disavowing links enoughvowing links enough? Some link r? Some link removal and link deletion temoval and link deletion tool claim that it is rool claim that it is requirequired ted too
rremove links.emove links.

No. As Google officially stated here , links that you cannot get rid of should simply be disavowed. This is
the case for many Web 2.0-Links, Article Directory Spam, Link Directory Spam and of course Blog
Comments. Of course Google wants to see effort and there are some very simple ways to show them all
your effort. Become an LRT Certified Professional and you will learn those ways.
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Can link sellerCan link sellers and spammers and spammers use your GOOD-ratings ts use your GOOD-ratings to trick you and polluto trick you and pollute your syste your systemem??

No. That was one of the first concerns and design issues we took, that is effectively impossible. Good
luck to everyone trying, well find you and ban you from influencing Link Detox Genesis®
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Can link sellerCan link sellers and spammers and spammers whits white-list their domains in Link Dete-list their domains in Link Detooxx??

NO.
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ArAre you ce you confident that Tonfident that TOOX3 links shall be rX3 links shall be removed. Some of them look quitemoved. Some of them look quite nice nicee??

Please review all links carefully, because TOX3 links have a high DTOXRISK which means they are
potentially more harmful than others.
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HHow long does it takow long does it take fe for disaor disavowed links tvowed links to tako take effe effectect??

As usual this depends. It can be many months. Our circle of LRT Certified Professionals already has a
tool to speed the Recovery up - as fast as 3 days!

Please check out the Link Detox Boost Guide here:

http://help.linkdetox.com/m/link-detox-boost-user-guide
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What is the sitWhat is the sitewide links filtewide links filterer??

Our Sitewide Links-Filter is a filter that removes huge numbers of links from a certain domain to now skew
results.

This means if you have a site-wide link from a domain from, e.g. 1000 sub-pages, and the site-wide filter is
set to 5 by default that means that 995 of those subpage-links will be removed from the report.

By this, we manage to present better statistics on link metrics, because a link from 1000 sub-pages simply
doesn't equate 1000 links, but rather one and a bit. By showing and calculating the strongest 5 sub-pages
for such site-wide links we already overweight them, but not to the extent as you find it in other tools where
every single sub-page link is counted.

The sitewide link filter thereby results in lower absolute link counts as compared to other tools or, e.g.,
huge link list uploads.

This reduction in links is your advantage as you see a more realistic picture of your backlink profile, but in
tools, like QBL and BLP this filter can be disabled (at the cost of longer processing and sometimes heavily
skewed statistics).

In Link Detox this filter cannot be disabled, as it would hurt some of the DTOX rules.
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Which file fWhich file formats can I upload formats can I upload for custor custom backlink and disaom backlink and disavow filesvow files??

CCususttom Backlinksom Backlinks

Our toolkit accepts exported files from various other toolkits like the Google Webmaster Tools, Sistrix,
SEMrush, Moz/Linkscape or Majestic. If you would like to merge different data sources and import them into
our toolkit, simply create your custom backlink file, which is simply a list of URLs.

The firThe firsst line of the file has tt line of the file has to be "URLo be "URL"", and it has t, and it has to be savo be saved as a .Ced as a .CSVSV-file.-file.

Here are a few examples for backlink files that you can download from other sources:

• Google Webmaster Tools: google-example.csv
• Moz/OpenSiteExplorer: moz-example.csv
• Custom backlinks file: example.csv
• SEMrush files with semicolons: semrush-with-semicolons-example.csv
• SEMrush files without semicolons: semrush-without-semicolons-example.csv

A disavow file that you download from Google looks like this:

• google-disavow-example.csv

A disavow file that you export from our tools has the .txt format and looks like this:

• lrt-example.txt
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HoHow tw to doo downlownload Yad Your Own Backlink Lisour Own Backlink List frt from Google Seom Google Seararch Consolech Console
(Google Webmas(Google Webmastter Ter Tools)ools)

To get the right format from Google Search Console, please follow this instruction.

Go to https://www.google.com/webmasters/tools and Sign In to your account.

1. Click ““SeSeararch Tch Trraffic”affic” tab

2. Then go to “Links t“Links to Yo Your Sitour Sitee”” and click “Mor“Moree””

3. Click “Do“Downlownload morad more sample linkse sample links”” and “Do“Downlownload laad lattesest linkst links””
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4. Click on "Do"Downlownload morad more samle links"e samle links" and

5. Click on “Do“Downlownload laad lattesest linkst links””
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Choose download format (CSV or Google Docs) and you are good to go.
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Is anIs anybody able tybody able to aco acccess mess my ignory ignored linksed links??

NO.
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Will Link DetWill Link Detoox rx remove memove my bad linksy bad links??

No, Link Detox runs through complex procedures and analyzes to report the current status of your
links. It categorizes your link with DTOXRISK (how risky the link probably is) and helps you in deciding if
you should remove these links based on rules. Get rid of your potentially bad links via our integrated
contact function and get in touch with the relevant webmasters.
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Should I rShould I remove all memove all my links with medium or high Dy links with medium or high DTTOOXRISK?XRISK?

Keep in mind that we use very common spam link rules to identify potentially harmful links, but this
can still be wrong in certain edge cases. Make sure you review all links you want Google to ignore,
because if you ignore good links, it might hurt your sites rankings.

We provide no liability for the completeness or correctness of this list and its your own sole
responsibility to tell Google to disavow any of these links.

The easiest way is to sort the table for DTOXRISK and review them in Link Detox Screener from the
highest to the lowest.
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Can I tag, disaCan I tag, disavow and/or ratvow and/or rate links more links more than just one link at once than just one link at oncee??

Yes this is possible. Please filter the URLs you want to disavow/rate/tag and use the bulk action function.
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Do I need tDo I need to buy a separato buy a separate Pite Pitchbochbox Acx Acccount fount for the Oor the Outrutreacheach??

Yes, Pitchbox is an independent product, we only integrate into it. But LRT users get a get a special
extended Pitchbox Trial account just head to your account settings to claim it. You can create your
Pitchbox account directly from LRT.

Superhero, Link Detox Consultant and higher subscriptions support the Pitchbox integration.

Of course you can also use the old fashion way to start your own outreach with the help of the mail
addresses found in DTOX.
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Whats wrWhats wrong with an Google Searong with an Google Search Console (ch Console (GSC) backlinks upload?GSC) backlinks upload?

LRT shows you always real-time data. But if you upload a backlink list file, you cannot be always 100%
sure that this file is up to date. To receive most recent data, we recommend the usage of GWT
integration.

The upload is possible in DTOX and BLP, but the integration of Google Webmaster Tools to your LRT
account is also beneficial for these 4 tools: CDTOX, CLA, LJR and LA. Benefits for you: most recent data
in even more tools.
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My disaMy disavow export file is emptyvow export file is empty? What should I do? What should I do??

For including pages/domains in the Google Disavow Links export file you will need to tick the box in the
"Disavow" column in the table.

You can even choose if you want to disavow the page or domain. Every ticked page/domain will be included
in the export as displayed.

Please keep in mind that we use very common spam link rules to identify bad links, but can still be wrong in
certain edge cases. Make sure you review all links you want Google to ignore, because if you ignore good
links, it might hurt your sites rankings.

In addition, we're already working on improved export functions for the disavow tool and any suggestion
on how we can improve that is really welcome.
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WhWhy do I see disay do I see disavowed links although I did not upload anvowed links although I did not upload anyy??

Did you upload a disavow file for this domain in the past? All disavow files which you upload in Link Detox
will get saved in your Settings for future reports for the same domain and the disavow export.This way the
tool makes sure that you cannot forget a link. If you do not want this, then please delete the file in your
Settings:

https://www.linkresearchtools.com/toolkit/account.php

Afterwards you can reprocess the report to view the changes, or start a new report.
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Do I haDo I have tve to disao disavow domain:wwwvow domain:www.example.c.example.com or is it enough tom or is it enough to disao disavow domain:example.cvow domain:example.com tom too
disadisavow all subdomainsvow all subdomains??

It is sufficient to use domain:example.com to disavow all subdomains including the www-version. This
is confirmed by Google and implemented by us this way.

Our system is based on Google's statements and here you can find a summary:

„If you want to ignore all links from that domain, you can say domain:pornsite.com“

Source Matt Cutts

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=393nmCYFRtA&feature=youtu.be&t=4m10s

„If you want Google to ignore all links from an entire domain (like example.com), add the line
domain:example.com.”

Source Google Guidelines

https://support.google.com/webmasters/answer/2648487?hl=en

„The domain: needs the right syntax. domain: and domain, don’t do domain: and http or www. or
something like that. An actual domain like example.com or mattcuts.com is what we are actually
looking for.”

Source Matt Cutts

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CX5K741AlWg&feature=youtu.be&t=1m58s

http://googlewebmastercentral.blogspot.de/2012/10/a-new-tool-to-disavow-links.html

Please note that this entry is about URLS and not domains! http://www.example.com and
http://example.com are not the same of course, and if you want to disavow both on Page basis you will
have to enter them separately into the disavow file, BUT „You can always disavow an entire domain, of
course.“ which means that you can disavow on domain basis, which works with domain:example.com.
You can find a confirmation here: https://productforums.google.com/forum/#!msg/webmaster-de/
tLBbhh-GXVg/pphAN40xn9gJ
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HHow manow many cry credits does a Link Detedits does a Link Detoox rx report need?eport need?

One CrOne Credit fedit for one Link Deor one Link Dettoox rx reporteport

Typically, one Link Detox report means one credit. But if you upload additional files, it can happen, that it
will cost you extra credits. If this is the case, you will see this before you click on the "Run Link Detox". For
more detail see below "Where can I see how many credits a report needs?".

Also, keep in mind, that the credits will be calculated in the next step. If we need more than two credits, you
can confirm it in the next step.

Each plan has a certain number of DTOX credits included. These credits use the same pool of credits with
CDTOX. This means, if you have 5 DTOX credits per month, you can use these credits to either start DTOX or
CDTOX reports.

UploUpload in Sad in Sttartarterer, E, Expertxpert, Superher, Superhero and Ago and Agencency:y:

In the LRT subscriptions, if your backlink file (.txt, .csv) has more than 10.000 URLs , then this will cost more
than 1 credit. The tool calculates the credits and you have to confirm the deduction of x credits for the
report in the next step.

UploUpload in the Dad in the DTTOOX tX tool in the Link Deool in the Link Dettoox plans:x plans:

With the Link Detox plans you can automatically upload more URLs for one credit (depending on the
selected plan):

Link Detox Pro you can upload 30.000 URLs for 1 credit

Link Detox Consultant you can upload 300.000 URLs for 2 credits

Link Detox Agency you can upload 1.000.000 URLs for 7 Credits

WherWhere ce can I see hoan I see how many crw many creditedits a rs a report needseport needs??

If you are in the “report-start” browser, you can see at the bottom of the page, underneath the button “Run
Report”, how many credits the report will cost you.
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“Credits will be calculated in the next step. If we need more than 2 credits, you can confirm it in the next
step.“

WherWhere ce can I see hoan I see how many Crw many Creditedits I ss I still havtill havee??

In the Dashboard you can always see how many credits are left. At all times you can add more packages or
upgrade to another plan. Just click on “Account” to compare Plans and Pricing or to add an extra package.

WhaWhat happens when I run lot happens when I run low on Crw on Crediteditss??

The first warning appears when you still have 5 credits left. You can simply click on “Add more Credits” to
purchase more Credits.
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If you have run out of Credits, the Tool Icon turns grey and a warning appears. To use the Link Detox for your
work, you can simply purchase new Credits by clicking on “Add more Credits”. You will be directed to a page
where you can decide which package suits you best.
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What is the sitWhat is the site-wide filte-wide filterer??

Our Sitewide Links-Filter is a filter that removes huge numbers of links from a certain domain to not skew
results.

This means if you have a site-wide link from a domain from e.g. 1000 sub-pages, and the site-wide filter is
set to 5 by default that means that 995 of those sub-page links will be removed from the report.

By this, we manage to present better statistics on link metrics, because a link from 1000 sub-pages simply
doesn't equate 1000 links, but rather one and a bit. By showing and calculating the strongest 5 sub-pages
for such site-wide links we already overweight them, but not to the extend as you find it in other tools
where every single sub-page link is counted.

The sitewide link filter thereby results in lower absolute link counts as compared to other tools or e.g. huge
link list uploads.

This reduction in links is your advantage as you see a more realistic picture of your backlink profile.
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In tools like QBL and BLP this filter can be disabled (at the cost of longer processing and sometimes heavily
skewed statistics).

In Link Detox this filter cannot be disabled, as it would hurt some of the detox rules.
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WherWhere is the De is the Disaisavow File Avow File Audit included?udit included?

The Disavow File Audit is included in all Link Detox subscriptions and Superhero and Agency.
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WhWhy does the lay does the layout in Link Detyout in Link Detoox Scrx Screener look breener look brokokenen??

The layout can be broken because, in order to protect you from potentially malicious sites, the Link Detox
Screener loads the pages in a sandboxed iframe.

Some sites do not allow resources like fonts, CSS, images or Javascript to be loaded from such iframes.

In that case, sensitive browser data like session storage, local storage, and cookies will not be loaded. But
don't worry, as you can rest assured that malicious sites will not affect any of your sensitive data due to the
sandboxed environment the Link Detox Screener works with.
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